A sunlight modulation device includes a light focusing module and a light deflection module. The light focusing module is configured to let incident sunlight pass through and to converge direct sunlight of the incident sunlight. The light deflection module is configured to separate the converged direct sunlight from diffusion sunlight of the incident sunlight by reflecting the converged direct sunlight. The above-mentioned sunlight modulation device allows more diverse configurations for solar panels, heating devices or the like means, as well as illumination purpose.
Fig. 8
SUNLIGHT MODULATION DEVICE FOR SOLAR ENERGY UTILIZATION ON ILLUMINATION AND ENERGY GENERATION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION


BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a light modulation device, and more particularly to a sunlight modulation device for illumination and energy generation.

2. Description of the Prior Art

[0003] Solar energy belongs to clean energy and inexhaustible, and therefore how to effectively utilize solar energy is the main development direction of industry. At present, the major application of solar energy includes generating electric power, heating or illuminating. In order to effectively utilize solar energy, conventional solar equipment is mostly set in space in direct sunlight, i.e. setting in outdoors.

[0004] There are main two classifications for solar equipment. One type is a photovoltaic system equipped with a solar array of solar panels to absorb and convert sunlight into electricity, a solar inverter to change the electric current from DC to AC, as well as mounting, cabling, and other electrical accessories to set up a working system. Such a solar array of solar panels receive sunlight without concentration, and life of solar panel setting in outdoors may be shortened due to climatic factors. Another type is a concentrator photovoltaics (CPV), which is also known as Concentration Photovoltaics and uses lenses and curved mirrors to focus sunlight onto small, but highly efficient, multi-junction (MJ) solar cells. Despite concentrator photovoltaic with multi-junction solar cell of high efficiency, however, photovoltaic system with solar panel is more popular all over the world because of other factors.

[0005] However, most of the conventional solar panel is set in facing the sun with large area manner to facilitate absorbing solar energy. Such a solar panel installation shadows the most sunlight so as to not allow scattering sunlight radiation (also named as or referred to diffusion sunlight radiation) to the area behind the solar panel. To move the solar panel with large area is another way to allow sunlight radiation to the area behind the solar panel, but it is not easy to move such a huge device. Besides, in the case that the power consumption for illumination is greater than the amount of power generation by solar energy, the introduction of sunlight for illumination is obviously better for energy utilization. After all, the process of photo-to-electron and then electron-to-photo energy transformation for artificial lighting should be avoided as possible because energy transformation always includes some efficiency loss.

[0006] For consideration on applying sunlight to illumination for people or plant, direct sunlight is generally so strong to make people feel glaring and plant be withered quickly. Moreover, in the case that direct sunlight penetrates through a shelter or space between shelters to reach to a zone under the shelter or shelters, it generally cause obvious light beam of brightness higher than surrounding of the zone, which is also not suitable for growth of plant positioned on the zone and people.

[0007] Accordingly, it is highly desirable to manipulate the sunlight to efficiently use solar energy.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The present invention is directed to a sunlight modulation device including a light focusing module and a light deflection module. The cooperation of the light focusing module and the light deflection module may separate direct radiation and diffusion radiation of sunlight, so that the separated direct radiation and diffusion radiation may be applied for energy generation and illumination purpose, respectively.

[0009] The present invention is directed to a sunlight modulation device including a light focusing module and a light deflection module. The size and/or shape of the light deflection module may control the amount of diffusion sunlight to pass through to illuminate an area. Most direct sunlight can be directed by the light deflection module to a target area for installation of panel type solar cell and/or heating device.

[0010] Accordingly, the proposed sunlight modulation device includes a light focusing module configured to let incident sunlight pass through and to converge direct sunlight of the incident sunlight; and a light deflection module configured to separate the converged direct sunlight from diffusion sunlight of the incident sunlight by reflecting the converged direct sunlight.

[0011] Accordingly, a sunlight modulation device includes: a light focusing module configured to let incident sunlight pass through and to converge direct sunlight of the incident sunlight on a focal region; and a light deflection module arranged on the focal region or adjacent to the focal region, wherein the light deflection module is configured to divergently reflect the converged direct sunlight to a target area and to control, with at least one of size and shape thereof, amount of diffusion sunlight of the incident sunlight to illuminate an area underneath the light focusing module.

[0012] The objective, technologies, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings wherein certain embodiments of the present invention are set forth by way of illustration and example.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] The foregoing conceptions and their accompanying advantages of this invention will become more readily appreciated after being better understood by referring to the following detailed description, in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

[0014] FIG. 1 is a diagram schematically illustrating a sunlight modulation device according to the first embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2a is a diagram schematically illustrating a sunlight modulation device of one state in one of seasons according to the second embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2b is a diagram schematically illustrating a sunlight modulation device of another state in another one of seasons according to the second embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a diagram schematically illustrating a sunlight modulation device according to the third embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a diagram schematically illustrating a sunlight modulation device according to the fourth embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a diagram schematically illustrating a sunlight modulation device according to the fifth embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a diagram schematically illustrating a sunlight modulation device according to the sixth embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 7a and FIG. 7b are diagrams schematically illustrating a sunlight modulation device according to the seventh embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a diagram schematically illustrating a sunlight modulation device according to the eighth embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 9 is a diagram schematically illustrating a sunlight modulation device according to the ninth embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 10 is a perspective side-view diagram schematically illustrating a sunlight modulation device according to the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Various embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail below and illustrated in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. In addition to these detailed descriptions, the present invention can be widely implemented in other embodiments, and apparent alternatives, modifications and equivalent changes of any mentioned embodiments are all included within the scope of the present invention and based on the scope of the Claims. In the descriptions of the specification, in order to make readers have a more complete understanding about the present invention, many specific details are provided; however, the present invention may be implemented without parts of or all the specific details. In addition, the well-known steps or elements are not described in detail, in order to avoid unnecessary limitations to the present invention. Some or similar elements in Figures will be indicated by same or similar reference numbers. It is noted that the Figures are schematic and may not represent the actual size or number of the elements. For clearness of the Figures, some details may not be fully depicted.

Referring to FIG. 1, a sunlight modulation device according to the first embodiment of the present invention is provided with a light focusing module 11 and a light deflection module 12. Generally, incident sunlight includes direct radiation and diffusion radiation. The direct radiation is also named as direct sunlight SL1, and the diffusion radiation is also named as diffusion sunlight SD1. The light focusing module 11 can converge direct sunlight SL1 on a focal region 10. Direct sunlight SL1 radiated from the sun (not shown) may pass through the light focusing module 11 to be focused within a focal region 10. In the first embodiment, the light focusing module 11 may be a Fresnel lens, but is not limited thereto. Other lenses having the function of converging light can implement the present invention. Furthermore, the sunlight passing through the light focusing module 11 may be focused into a point or a line within the focal region 10 by the light focusing module 11. Next, the light deflection module 12 is arranged on the focal region 10 or adjacent to the focal region 10 converging the sunlight and reflects the converted sunlight SL1 to form divergently reflecting sunlight SL2 to a target area 20. The target area 20 is diverged from an optical axis A of the light focusing module 11. In one embodiment, the light deflection module 12 may be a reflective element or a refractive element. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, the light deflection module 12 is a reflective element. It can be understood that the light deflection module 12 may be a single optical element which includes a plurality of reflecting surfaces or refractive surfaces. For example, the light deflection module 12 may be a prism. It is noted that the position of the sun changes over time and the focal region 10 may move depending on the movement of the sun, too.

Therefore, in one embodiment, the size or moveable path of the light deflection module 12 covers a movement trajectory of the focal region 10 caused by movement of the sun.

Referring to FIG. 1 again, in one embodiment, a light entrance surface of a solar panel or a heating device (not shown) can be installed at the target area 20 to utilize the reflecting sunlight SL2 from the light deflection module 12. The reflecting sunlight SL2 may more divergently spread so that the solar panel and/or heating device at the target area 20 may be of large height but occupy little horizontal area. Thus, most direct sunlight incident into the sunlight modulation device of the present invention may be utilized by solar panel or heating device.

Referring to FIG. 1 again, the diffusion sunlight SD1 passes through the light focusing module 11 to be named as diffusion sunlight SD2. The diffusion sunlight SD2 may further pass through the light deflection module 12 to reach to an area underneath the light focusing module 11. The diffusion sunlight SD2 may be used to illuminate the area underneath the light focusing module 11. Accordingly, the light deflection module 12 is configured to separate the converged direct sunlight SL1 from the diffusion sunlight SD1 of the incident sunlight by reflecting the converged direct sunlight SL1.

Referring to FIG. 2a and FIG. 2b illustrate the sunlight modulation device in one and another situations according to the second embodiment. The light focusing module includes a linear Fresnel lens 21 to receive incident
direct sunlight SL.1 and incident diffusion sunlight SD.1. The incident direct sunlight SL.1 incidents on one side of the linear Fresnel lens 21 and passes through the linear Fresnel lens 21 to form direct sunlight SL.1’ on the other side of the linear Fresnel lens 21. In the second embodiment, people or plant 31 on ground 40 are located under the linear Fresnel lens 21 and on the other side of the linear Fresnel lens 21, as well as the direct sunlight SL.1’ and the diffusion sunlight SD.2. Because of good transmittance of the linear Fresnel lens 21, diffusion sunlight SD.2 may reach to and distribute on the other side of the linear Fresnel lens 21 where the plant 31 locates or people live. Next, the light deflection module 12 with multi reflecting surfaces in different angles is deposited on or within the focal region 10 to reflect the direct sunlight SL.1’ to form the reflecting sunlight SL.2. The reflecting sunlight SL.2 may reach to the target area 20 where one or more solar panels 25 are mounted, so that the solar panels 25 may utilize the reflecting sunlight SL.2 without concentration.

[0031] Referring to FIG. 2a, the light deflection module 12 deposited right on focal points or lines of the focal region 10 or within the focal region 10 can reflect most of the direct sunlight SL.1’ with smaller sizes, and most of diffusion sunlight SD.2 can not be sheltered by the light deflection module 12 under the linear Fresnel lens 21. On the other hand, most of diffusion sunlight SD.2 under the linear Fresnel lens 21 can reach to the ground 40 and provide an illumination area 30 for people and/or the plant 31. Accordingly, the cooperation of the linear Fresnel lens 21 and the light deflection module 12 may respectively utilize the direct sunlight SL.1’ and the diffusion sunlight SD.2 in different applications like photovoltaic generation of the solar panels 25 and the illumination of the plant 31 or people. Moreover, the brightness of the illumination area 30 is uniform and not glare due to the diffusion sunlight SD.2.

[0032] On the other hand, please refer to FIG. 2b, the light deflection module 12 with multi reflecting surfaces in different angles may be tilted to be arranged in different seasons. In the case that the direct sunlight SL.1 is incident onto the linear Fresnel lens 21 with different incident angles in different seasons, the direct sunlight SL.1’ is incident onto the light deflection module 12 with different incident angles, too. The light deflection module 12 of the second embodiment may be arranged, of different angles or of shapes or dimensions, to receive the converted direct sunlight SL.1’ and then to reflect the direct sunlight SL.1’ to the target area 20. On the other hand, the diffusion sunlight SD.2 still pass through the light deflection module 12 to irradiate the illumination area 30. Accordingly, the light deflection module 12 in designed dimension or with adjustable directions may be adaptive to the direct sunlight SL.1’ that is converged to the focal region 10 in different seasons. The size and/or shape of the light deflection module 12 is also used to control amount of the diffusion sunlight SD.2 passing through the light deflection module 12 to illuminate the illumination area 30 underneath the linear Fresnel lens 21. Next, the light deflection module 12 with multi reflecting flat or curved surfaces in different angles may be provided with one-piece component or connection or consisting of different separating members or parts that have reflection function.

[0033] Accordingly, compared to a typical design for energy transformation of the sunlight, the installation of the sunlight modulation device of the present invention does not shadow the radiation of the sunlight onto the area behind the sunlight modulation device, and the area behind the sunlight modulation device may be still illuminated by the sunlight that passes through the sunlight modulation device of the present invention. On one hand, the sunlight modulation device of the present invention may provide diffusion sunlight for direct illumination, which does not necessitate the process of photo-to-electron and then electron-to-photo energy transformation. On the other hand, the sunlight modulation device of the present invention may deflect and spread direct sunlight to provide sunlight onto the solar panel or other equipment without the addition of foot print of the solar panel or other equipment.

[0034] FIG. 3 and FIG. 4 respectively illustrate the sunlight modulation device of the third embodiment and fourth embodiment of the present invention. Please refer to FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, a driving element 15 is connected with the light deflection module 12 to drive the light deflection module 12 in a manner of rotation (as shown in FIG. 3), linear movement (as shown in FIG. 4) or the combination thereof. In the case that the light deflection module 12 is driven by the driving element 15 to be diverged from the focal region 10, instead of being deflected to the target area 20 by the light deflection module 12, the converted direct sunlight SL.1’ from the light focusing module 11 passes by the focal region 10 to irradiate the illumination area 30, in addition to the diffusion sunlight SD.2. It can be understood that part of the light deflection module 12 diverges from the focal region 10 so that part of the converged direct sunlight SL.1’ is reflected to form the reflecting sunlight SL.2 to be directed to the target area 20 for illumination purposes.

[0035] FIG. 5 shows the sunlight modulation device according to the fifth embodiment of the present invention. In the fifth embodiment, the light deflection module 12 of the fifth embodiment includes a plurality of optical elements 121, 122. As shown in FIG. 5, the optical element 122 includes a curved surface to adjust diverging extent of the converged direct sunlight that is reflected by the optical element 122. Alternatively, the light deflection module 12 including a single optical element with curved surface is also able to implement the function of further converging the sunlight SL.2.

[0036] FIG. 6 shows the sunlight modulation device according to the sixth embodiment of the present invention. Compared to the fifth embodiment shown in FIG. 5, the sixth embodiment further includes a driving element 15 connected with the optical element 121 of the light deflection module 12. Similar to ones shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, the driving element 15 is configured to drive the optical element in rotation or linear movement manner to make the optical element 121 diverge from the focal region of the light focusing module 11, so that the converged sunlight SL.1’ passing through the focal region will diffuse for the illumination purpose. It can be understood that the same purpose can be achieved by driving the light deflection module 12 including the optical elements 121, 122 to diverge from the focal region of the light focusing module 11 by the driving element 15. In one embodiment, the driving element 15 may drive the optical element 121 in rotation manner to make the direct sunlight SL.1’ converged by the light focusing module 11 deflect to other direction for irradiating a wider range of the target area 20, instead of deflecting to the optical element 122.
Next, shown in FIG. 7a and FIG. 7b, the seventh embodiment further includes at least one of a filter element 14 and a scattering element 15. The filter element 14 and the scattering element 15 may be driven by the driving element (not shown in FIG. 7a and FIG. 7b) to selectively move to the focal region or adjacent to the focal region in linear movement or rotation manner. According to the foregoing structure, for example as the illumination purpose, the filter element 14 or the scattering element 15 can be moved to the focal region to filter or scatter the converged direct sunlight SL1' to achieve better illumination effects.

Next, shown in FIG. 8, plural light focusing modules and light deflection modules are used in the eighth embodiment. The light focusing module 11a is corresponded with the light deflection module 12a, and the light focusing module 11b is corresponded with the light deflection module 12b. Furthermore, the plural light focusing modules and the light deflection modules may reflect the converged sunlight SL1' to form the reflecting sunlight SL2 on the same target area 20. According to this structure, more sunlight can be obtained per unit area of the target area 20.

Next, shown in FIG. 9, the light focusing module 17 is an asymmetric focusing optical element. Briefly, the focal region of the light focusing module 17 is diverged from a physical center axis C of the light focusing module 17. Therefore, the setting position of the light deflection module 12 is diverged from the physical center axis C of the light focusing module 17, which improves the installation of the light focusing module 12 and be more flexible.

Referring to FIG. 9 again, in one embodiment, the light deflection module 12 may be a reflective filter. In other words, a first light WL1 of a first wavelength range among the converged sunlight can be deflected to the target area 20 by the light deflection module 12, and a second light WL2 of a second wavelength range among the converged sunlight transmits through the light deflection module 12. According to this structure, the second light WL2 can be used for illumination or irradiating plant to promote plant growth or people, and the first light WL1 can be for generating electric power or heating. It can be understood that the first light WL1 irradiating to the target area 20 may not be used for any purpose.

FIG. 10 is a perspective side-view diagram schematically illustrating component arrangement for a sunlight modulation device according to the present invention. In one embodiment, one or more linear Fresnel lenses 51 are used as the light focusing module to pass and converge the direct sunlight SL1 in one dimension. One or more light deflection modules 12 are arranged on the focal region or adjacent to the focal region converging the sunlight SL1. The illumination area 30 for plant 31, people or animals is underneath the linear Fresnel lenses 51, and the solar panels 52 at the target area are positioned vertical to the linear Fresnel lenses 51 and arranged with a distance equal to the width of the linear Fresnel lens 51. The area of the solar panels 52 may be larger than the area of the linear Fresnel lenses 51 to receive the reflected sunlight divergently reflected by the light deflection module 12. In practice, the incident angles of the direct sunlight SL1 onto the linear Fresnel lenses 51 vary not only in a day but also in different seasons. Without designs for solar tracking, the back of the solar panels 52 may be coated reflecting material for the reflection of the oblique direct sunlight SL1 when the direct sunlight SL1 is still oblique after focused by the linear Fresnel lenses 51 to be reflected by the light deflection modules 12. Accordingly, the reflecting back of the solar panels 52 may be used as a part of the light deflection module 12 when plural solar panels 52 are positioned in suitable arrangement. The sunlight modulation device shown in FIG. 10 may enable the focused line of the direct sunlight SL1 on the light deflection module 12 move along the plural light deflection modules 12 in a day or in different seasons. Consequently, the variation in different incident directions due to different seasons and the quality of focused line shapes due to oblique incident may be resolved in the present invention. The sunlight modulation device of the present invention may be installed as roof of building for people or greenhouse for plant.

To summarize the foregoing descriptions, the sunlight modulation device of the present invention uses the light focusing module and the light deflection module to adjust the light path of the incident sunlight and guide the sunlight to the target area, so that the installation of solar panel and/or heating device can be more flexible, such as in a sheltered environment or erected installation. In addition, the light path of the incident sunlight can be changed by controlling the light focusing module or the light deflection module so as to selectively adjust the application of the sunlight.

While the invention is susceptible to various modifications and alternative forms, a specific example thereof has been shown in the drawings and is herein described in detail. It should be understood, however, that the invention is not to be limited to the particular form disclosed, but to the contrary, the invention is to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A sunlight modulation device comprising:
   a light focusing module configured to let incident sunlight pass through and to converge direct sunlight of the incident sunlight; and
   a light deflection module configured to separate the converged direct sunlight from diffusion sunlight of the incident sunlight by reflecting the converged direct sunlight.

2. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 1, wherein a size and/or a shape of the light deflection module is used to control amount of the diffusion sunlight passing through the light deflection module to illuminate an area underneath the light deflection module.

3. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 1, wherein the converged direct sunlight is converged on a focal region and the light deflection module is arranged on or adjacent to the focal region.

4. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 1, wherein the light focusing module comprises one or more Fresnel lenses.

5. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 1, wherein the light focusing module comprises a flat or curved reflecting surface.

6. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 1, wherein the light deflection module comprises plural flat and/or curved reflecting surfaces, and the flat and/or curved reflecting surfaces are connected together or separated.

7. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 6, wherein the curved reflecting surfaces adjust diverging extent of the converged direct sunlight that is reflected by the curved reflecting surfaces.
8. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 1, wherein the converged direct sunlight reflected by the light deflection module is divergently directed to a target area for installation of a solar panel or a heating device.

9. A sunlight modulation device comprising:
   a light focusing module configured to let incident sunlight pass through and to converge direct sunlight of the incident sunlight on a focal region; and
   a light deflection module arranged on the focal region or adjacent to the focal region, wherein the light deflection module is configured to divergently reflect the converged direct sunlight to a target area and to control, with at least one of size and shape thereof, amount of diffusion sunlight of the incident sunlight to illuminate an area underneath the light focusing module.

10. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 9, wherein the light focusing module comprises one or more linear Fresnel lenses.

11. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 9, wherein the focal region comprises a focal point or focal line.

12. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 9, wherein a size or a moveable path of the light deflection module covers a movement trajectory of the focal region caused by movement of the sun in a day or in different seasons.

13. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 9, wherein the light deflection module comprises a reflective element or a reflective filter.

14. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 9, wherein the light deflection module comprises plural flat or curved reflecting surfaces, and the plural flat or curved reflecting surfaces are connected together or separated.

15. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 14, wherein the plural curved reflecting surfaces modulate a diverging extent of the converged direct sunlight that is reflected by the curved reflecting surfaces.

16. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 9, further comprising a driving element connected with the light deflection module to adjust the light deflection module in at least one manner of linear movement or rotation.

17. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 9, further comprising at least one of a filter element and a scattering element selectively moving to the focal region or adjacent to the focal region in linear movement or rotation manner.

18. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 9, wherein the light focusing module and the light deflection module are plural aligned with each other, and a solar panel is positioned next to one of the light deflection module and at a position of the neighbor target area, and wherein one back of the solar panel comprises a reflecting surface as a part of the light deflection module next thereto.

19. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 9, wherein the target area comprises a light entrance surface of at least one of a solar panel and a heating device.

20. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 9, wherein the converged direct sunlight of a first wavelength range is divergently deflected to the target area, and the converged direct sunlight of a second wavelength range transmits through the light deflection module.

21. The sunlight modulation device according to claim 9, wherein a setting position of the light deflection module is diverged from a physical center axis of the light focusing module.
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